
Mr. Richard Huff, Codirector 9/26/84 
OIPA . 
Department of Justice 
WasQington, D.C. 20530 

Dear iy, Huff, 

My letter to you of the 19th begins by noting Show enfiless you people make everything." It is no exaggeration. 

FBI 62-109060-5900 was made public in the FBI's general JEK assassination 
disclosures, Anticipating its in-secret evil, I asked the Director to enable me to exercise my rights under PA. He made no response. Neither did the Attorney Seneral in response to a telegram. The more I see the FBI's, to use its favorites, "vitriolic and diabolical" lies, the more the reason for this is apparent. All this evil is knowing and deliberate. 

One of the many appeals on which your office has not acted is a number relating to what the FBI wget both withheld and disclosed, What it withholds includes records that provide the alleged basis for its fabrications. One i recall quite clearly is the lie that I had a personal relationship with a Soviet national inside the USSR embassy. I recall also that I attached the record referring to the existence of this withheld information. 

Now I've just come on another like it and like it a gross and deliberate lie. In 624109060 —5900 the FBI states, and then distributed, that I entertained Soviet officials at my farm, An attached form reflects distribution to the Congressional intelligence committees without my having been able to address the lies. It cites 62=116395-1454, waich even your staff ought have little difficulty getting. 
From the content of this virtiolic and diabolical fabrication it is not difficult for me to recognize what the FBI deliberately corrupted and I'll give you a couple of hints. One is that what I did (rather than did not do) was at the request of the government, Another is that clearly phone tapping is involved. Disclosed phone tapping, not undisclosed, so the tapping itself is not subject to claim to exemption. It is not impossible and may be probablg that disclosed interception of foreign mail is involved, and that was disclosed years agoe 

This merely adds detail to appeals of more than five years ago on which you have not acted after frequent reminders, It ought certainly bef at the top of any list you keep and ought certainly require prompt response, given both the age and the hurtful content of the FBI's lies and their distribution. 
Sending you copies is an obvious waste oi time and money so 1 do not search for them, Besides, you have them and don't need my copies. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Rd. 
Frederick, MD 21701


